It's the fun and motivation that
make our Spanish courses unique
Live Spanish courses online and in London and Valencia

Spanish is one of the most widely spoken languages with over 440 million speakers across
20 countries and is ranked as the most important language to learn by the British Council.
More than a thousand students learn Spanish at Vamos.
Our live, online courses, hosted by our experienced
teachers are for all levels, from beginners to proficiency.
It's just like being at the school and our students
still have as much fun learning as we have
teaching.

The reason so many of our students stay is a combination
of our high standards of teaching and friendly, sociable
atmosphere; our wide choice and continuity of courses;
online support and learning resources, and our uniquely
flexible approach.

We’re teaching at every level of the Common European
Framework Reference (CEFR) from complete beginners to
proficiency with an amazing team of teachers many
of whom have been teaching at the school for several
years. They’re all experienced native speakers, qualified in
teaching Spanish as a Foreign Language.
We’re passionate about everything we do. Our lessons
always include interactive activities that encourage
speaking, such as games and role-play with teams, groups
and pairs, all of which goes to make learning effective.
+44 (0) 20 7242 3436 | support@letslearnspanish.co.uk
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|ONLINE COURSES AT VAMOS|
Vamos courses are structured around official ‘ELE’
books (Español como lengua extranjera – Spanish as a
Foreign Language) that follow the Common European
Framework Reference.
Each course is one level of 20-hours and includes an
extra book we call a libro de actividades.
They’re created by our
Academic Department
and they give our
teachers a unified
approach; but they’re
also the reason why our
courses are rewarding
and so much fun.

LESSON TIMES
Each course is 20-hours, which you can take over
1 week, 2-weeks, 5 weeks or 10 weeks and include early
morning and lunchtime classes.
CATCH UP CLASSES
Don’t worry if you miss a lesson. Many of our students
have busy jobs, so we know how difficult it can be to
make it to every class. Just log into our website and book
a catch up class on another day.

CONVERSATION COURSES
Our Saturday conversation courses are also aligned to
the CEFR syllabus. They’re fun and informal and specially
designed to get you talking.
BOOSTER COURSES
Vamos booster courses are a great way to revise
grammar studied in a previous book. They’re specially
created by our Academic Department for students who
have completed either A1, A2 or B1 books.

OFFICIAL DELE PREPARATION COURSES
DELE diplomas are the official Spanish qualifications,
granted by Instituto Cervantes on behalf of the Ministry
of Education, Culture and Sport of Spain.
Vamos offers DELE preparation courses for levels A1
through to C2.
SEE WHAT IT’S LIKE TO TAKE A DELE EXAM
Our taster exams are monitored by a supervisor and
assessed by two official Vamos DELE examiners.
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|IN COMPANY TRAINING|
If you have a footprint in Spain or Latin America, or
trade with an organisation which does, the value of
improving the Spanish skills of your teams is immense.

SPANISH COURSES
IN VALENCIA

Giving your teams Spanish skills will improve cohesion
and strengthen interpersonal relationships,
If you trade with a Spanish partner even basic skills will
strengthen your business relationships and help develop
opportunities.
SPANISH FOR BUSINESS
Learn the professional skills and cultural competence to
deal with Spanish companies, clients and colleagues.
The course is broken down into several modules
covering seeking work, international trade and
workplace communication.
We have developed a blueprint through which we
engage with you. The steps ensure we capture
what success looks like for both the individuals and
the organisation allowing us to track progress and
accelerate learning.
Our approach captures what success looks like for both the individuals and the
organisation allowing us to track progress and accelerate learning.

• Review learning and
engagement
• Re-assess levels
• Review plan
• Deliver courses
• Re-enforce learning via
social media
• Social events

EVALUATE

PLAN

AGREE
DELIVER

TRAINING
PROGRAMME

• Key objectives
• Identify individuals
• Assess current skill level
against CEF Framework
• Assign students to
Framework levels
• Timing and locations
• Duration
• Location – on site or Vamos
(London, Valencia)

Immerse yourself in the rich culture of
Valencia as you improve your Spanish
skills and all while having fun.
From the moment you arrive your teacher will speak
entirely in Spanish (levels 2-3 plus).
Our weekend and one-week courses are specially
prepared to cover the grammar and vocabulary you need
for your current level of Spanish. Our activities will keep
you engaged and motivated throughout your course.
As soon as it's safe, courses start every month for all
levels and include an amazing programme of afternoon
and evening social and cultural activities including
treasure hunt, bike tour, dinner and flamenco – and our
great hospitality too.

Vamos can offer the full spectrum of language teaching
from 1-2-1 tuition to support key individuals prior to a
new engagement, team training as well as organisation
wide training programmes.
Whether your organisation has a business imperative
to develop Spanish skills or wishes to support personal
development and learning, Vamos can help.
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|MORE THAN 2,000 REVIEWS|

|SOCIAL EVENTS|

It’s a fantastic programme and I have loved the
process of learning at every level. The course
provides you with a fantastic foundation of words
and then builds on how to use them and gives you so
much confidence as you talk all through the lessons.
The teachers are always fantastic, helpful and each
lesson is really exciting. I’ve learnt so much so fast.
Ione Milne

Another great level, I have been coming since level
1 and I have always been very happy! Carolina is
a fantastic teacher, who has a brilliant style. She
is always hugely helpful in her descriptions and
methods. I have just got back from Spain and was
really happy that I could use everything I had learnt
in conversation! Roll on level 7!
George Service

I just came back from the 1-week course in Valencia.
It was a fantastic experience. A great mix of different
conversation topics and games in class as well
as activities in the afternoon or evening in the
city – all well planned out, fun to attend, and great
opportunities to speak, speak, speak.
Irina Massmann

The course uses a really effective mix of reading,
writing and conversation. It was great revision of
grammar and lots of new vocabulary.
Great style of teaching!
Siobhan Margolis
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As soon as it's safe to do so we look forward to
seeing you at the social events we enjoyed so
much, but in the meantime our free classes on
Friday are great fun and extremely popular.

Current Affairs

Spain and Latin America

Pub Quiz

Conversation classes

letslearnspanish.co.uk/free-classes-on-friday

|HOW TO BOOK|
Live, online Spanish courses you can join from anywhere.
Join a Vamos Spanish course from early morning and throughout the day over 1-week, 2-weeks, 5-weeks or 10-weeks.
Visit letslearnspanish.co.uk/courses and choose your level and preferred time – then simply click to book.

WE TEACH ALL LEVELS FROM COMPLETE BEGINNERS THROUGH TO PROFICIENCY
Our courses follow an established model of teaching through spoken and written activities.
We use powerful learning tools such as presentations, images, videos and audios that stimulate our lessons and
encourage students to engage with each other in developing the four essential skills – reading, writing, listening and speaking.
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WHY VAMOS
A vibrant Spanish school combining academic rigour with fun and enjoyment.

Highly qualified native
teachers selected and
trained by our academic
team.

Free weekly conversation
classes and social events
where you can practise
what you’ve learnt.

Catch-up classes that
ensure you won’t miss a
lesson.

Lesson summaries sent
after your lesson linking
directly to your course
homework page.

Our school in Valencia.

Our interactive and TV
soap opera - Cava Baja.

Plus a range of extra on-line resources on our blog site to keep you going between lessons.
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